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Concerning Final Plans for the 16th St Bus Lanes Project

Resolved, that ANC 1D thanks the District Department of Transportation for preserving the local 
Newton Street bus stop and advises it to consider the following points concerning the 16th Street bus 
lanes project:

• The “jughead turn” at Park Rd should be optimized to ease traffic backup on Park Rd between 
14th and 16th Streets and ensure smooth flow from northbound 16th St to westbound Park Rd.

• The northbound Park Rd bus stop also needs improvements similar to the northbound Irving St 
stop, particularly concerning the sidewalk for bus offboarding.

• It would be a good idea to discuss Pine St pedestrian improvements with the Department of 
Parks and Recreation as they prepare to renovate Powell Park.

• The southbound streetlight at the Argonne Pl intersection is difficult to notice and should have a
side extension installed.

• With the exception of Sunday, midday parking restrictions should also be added in the 
southbound direction from Newton St to Park Rd, as these parking spots are underutilized at 
midday but can cause significant bottlenecks due to the shortness of these blocks.

• There is significant benefit to implementing elements as early as possible. What can be done 
now should be implemented now.

• As part of a subsequent project, please prepare and seek funding for the necessary NEPA impact
assessment pursuant to the originally envisioned overhead lane signals in order to provide for a 
full-length dedicated bus lane during the evening rush hour.

Why: The finalized plans have several new elements and many of the above items are tweaks and 
considerations which should improve the delivered project. ANC 1D understands the significant 
constraints related to the northbound section of 16th St between U St and Irving St, but this final plan 
falls short of the ultimate goal of delivering rush-hour bus lanes to 16th St commuters (many of whom 
are Mount Pleasant residents). If a NEPA assessment is necessary, so be it. This plan can be delivered 
in 2020, and a subsequent plan can be developed.

Resolution passed, 4 to 0 vote, at the legally noticed, public meeting of ANC1D on July 24, 2018, with 
a quorum present. Voting “yes”:  Commissioners Stewart, McKay, Romero-Latin, Karaffa. A quorum 
for this commission is three; four commissioners were present. 
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